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TODAY’S SWIMMING POOLS
REFLECT A REAL LIFESTYLE.
Swimming pools are perfect places for coming together and
relaxing. In exactly the same way as architecture and interior
design they follow the latest trends and evolve in line with
customers’ aspirations, whether they be for residential or
public use. Over the past decade, the pool and spa sector
has always been a step ahead of these new demands.
This Inspirations Guide reviews the current trends and
developments in the world of pools and their surrounds.
We have decided to present it in the form of five concepts Cocoon family, Trendy, Sports, Eco-friendly and Connected
- illustrating the next generation of pools and pool equipment
currently being designed and developed by sector
professionals.
Immerse yourself in this Inspirations Guide – and come and
discover the pool and spa trends of the years to come at:

Piscine Global Europe
from 13 to 16 November 2018 at Lyon Eurexpo

1. Laghetto® pool by AstralPool: Playa Collection - a contemporary mini indoor or outdoor pool, but also a stylish modular
wellness area. 2. Mondial Piscine - a concrete pool with a pale grey reinforced PVC lining, in a rectangular shape and a small format
(7.20 m x 4 m).
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THE IDEAL POOL
ACCORDING TO...

LAURE MANAUDOU

© Stef Candé - Mondial Piscine

Triple Olympic medallist
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“My ideal pool would be designed with several
levels: a small deck to give children a safe place
to play, and an area for grown-ups to swim for
exercise. For me, combining the relaxation and
sport aspects is the best way to create a pool you
can really enjoy as a family.”
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A pool is the perfect place to bring the whole
family together for enjoyment and relaxation.
The youngsters can splash around and play
in the water, while the grown-ups unwind
on poolside loungers... As well as enabling
families to bond while having fun, today’s
pools are also designed to keep all their
members safe.
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THE
COCOON
FAMILY POOL

1. Abriblue - Open AERO: this slatted cover can be controlled from a smartphone, creating the perfect blend of safety, style and
convenience. It also has an easy-to-use, built-in customisable ambient lighting system. 2. Ocean Dreams - Wifi Touch Panel: a touchsensitive panel for controlling your spa, setting the water temperature and filtration cycles, and managing your playlist. 3. PoolStar
- Douche Bellagio: a stylish shower with dual water supply, aluminium structure, subtle glitter-effect finish, stainless steel mixer tap and
foot rinser. 4. AstralPool - H7 DUO APP : smartphone-controlled electric robot cleaner. Can be programmed with a choice of cycles,
configured according to the pool shape and receive notifications.
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THE TRENDY
POOL
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With pool design becoming affordable
and accessible for more customers than
ever before, pools and their surrounds
are embracing the latest trends in colours,
materials, shapes, linings, etc. Pools are all
the rage!
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1. AstralPool - Stainless steel spa: custom-designed in AISI-316 grade stainless steel, 100% recyclable. Stylish, contemporary finish
and highest-quality workmanship. 2. PoolStar - Poolex Jetline Platinium: a highly stylish heat pump that will enhance any poolside,
incorporating Full Inverter technology. 3. Aquavia Spa - Origami Spa: a state-of-the art, sophisticated spa inspired by the Japanese art
of paper folding. 4. Aquilus - Art’n Swim concept: From art to pool. Fruit of the collaboration between Aquilus and two artists: Benoît and
Mathias Souverbie. Swimming pool incorporating works of art (concrete sculpture and Corten steel).
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THE IDEAL POOL
ACCORDING TO...

MHNA STUDIO

© Antoine Baralhe - 2013

Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet
interior architects and designers

“Our ideal pool is composed of pools that could be interlinked,
and that have different purposes:
- One providing a very long length for swimming, in the form of
a lap pool - which always looks beautiful - or just a large pool if
space permits;
- One for socialising, in the form of a lounge area featuring seats
of various shapes and sizes built into the pool and made of the
same materials;
- And a very shallow one, enabling you to stretch out in a few
centimetres of water or set out a few deckchairs or loungers for
sunbathing.”
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THE IDEAL POOL
ACCORDING TO...

FRÉDÉRIC MICHALAK

© Sofinco-Marcoussis by Lionel Roy

Former international rugby player, professional on
the Lyon LOU team
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“As a top-level player I place a great deal of
importance on training, but also on relaxation.
It’s vital to have a pool equipped with a good
hydrotherapy system, such as a counter-current area
and cold areas for recovering. I like to swim in a
pool that is long enough to do laps, but I also love
to unwind in a pool fitted with a spa, a steam room
or a hot tub, for example. A pool where you can
both exercise and relax, as a family or with friends.
A cosy pool.”
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SPORT
POOL
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A pool is a place for relaxation, but also just as much a place where
anyone can enjoy a sporting activity. From swimming to aqua
fitness to wellness, pools offer a wide and ever-growing range of
activities and opportunities for putting the expression mens sana in
corpore sano into practice.
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1. Mondial Piscine - Chron’Ô: a sport and wellness pool featuring a liner printed with turning marks to help maintain a constant
swimming speed. 12.5 m long x 3 m wide and 1.5 m deep over its entire length. 2. Ocean Dreams - Creta SwimSpa: swim spa
equipped with 48 jets, 4 turbo swim jets and an innovative standing massage system. 3. Aquavia Spa - Duo: with two separate
spaces: a Swim Zone and a Spa Zone. 4. Orsteel Light - Orphie submersible very high power ﬂoodlight for illuminating pools
and ponds or for use in a marine environment. High luminous ﬂux ensures excellent underwater light diffusion. Excellent substitute for
halogen spotlights in swimming pools.
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ECO-FRIENDLY
POOL
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With a smaller ecological footprint, enhanced energy efficiency,
healthier and more sustainable materials and harmonious
landscaping, today’s pools are in tune with their environment.
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1. Aquilus - XS ‘intimist’ pool concept: XS is one of the ‘intimist’ plunge pool formats designed by Aquilus, offering an alternative
approach to outdoor design: “a small pool for great times”. Four ‘intimist’ concepts are available: XS, Quadra, Cub’o, and Bora. 2.
Sorodist - Heat Cover: an innovative liquid that forms a barrier on the water surface to reduce evaporation and maintain the pool
temperature. 3. Davey - Silensor VSD pump with Bluetooth: a pool pump that can be controlled remotely using a smartphone, via
Bluetooth. 4. Aquilus - M Water: an innovative concept halfway between a pool and spa for exercise, leisure, health and relaxation.
9.5 m2 – counter-current swimming – hot tub – massage nozzles – sliding deck.
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THE IDEAL POOL
ACCORDING TO...

JEAN MUS
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Landscape designer
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“When a garden welcomes a swimming pool
you get a little glimpse of paradise. The details,
the element of surprise, the harmonious shapes
and colours draw us into the company of that
inescapable, loyal, whimsical, noisy – or peaceful
– friend we call a swimming pool. All the idyllic
places of the world are ready to receive one – for
our pure delight!”
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THE IDEAL POOL
ACCORDING TO...

JADE LEMAITRE

© Hease Robotic

CEO and co-founder of Hease Robotics
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“My ideal pool? It has to be smart, of course! So that I can
make the most of it without having to worry about all those
little everyday hassles. I want to have the water temperature,
chlorine level and pH at my fingertips, and be able to let my
mind wander during meetings... Start up my little cleaning
robot and tell it which areas of the bottom and walls to focus
on. Get a reminder when it’s time to change a liner or carry
out pump maintenance... Be able to send a diagnosis straight
to my pool expert from my favourite app! In short, my ideal
pool will send me little messages via my phone so that I can
enjoy it with complete peace of mind!”
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THE 4.0
POOL
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Connected and automated, the ‘4.0’ pool is packed with high
value-added features. New technologies are opening up endless
possibilities, with cutting-edge functions such as programming and
controlling equipment remotely, incorporating 3D effects, etc.
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1/2. Zodiac - RV 5480 iQ connected robot cleaner / Z400 connected heat pump: this robot cleaner and heat pump can be programmed
and controlled remotely over an ordinary WiFi connection using a smartphone and the iAquaLink app. 3. Syclope Électronique HYDRO’Touch controllers: a new generation of equipment for controlling water settings easily and accurately, with a touch screen displaying
all the key information. 4. APF - APF Connect-Cover Control app: for automatically opening and closing pool covers using a smartphone as
a remote control, within a 15 m radius. 5. Hayward®- AquaRite®+ salt chlorination: for regulating and treating pools remotely. A single
box with a touch screen to control all the equipment (filter pumps, heat pumps, lighting, etc.). Salt treatment for clean water and unrivalled
bathing comfort.
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